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ABSTRACT Multi-modal sentiment analysis extends conventional text-based definition of sentiment anal-
ysis to a multi-modal setup where multiple relevant modalities are leveraged to perform sentiment analysis.
In real applications, however, acquiring annotated multi-modal data is normally labor expensive and time-
consuming. In this paper, we aim to reduce the annotation effort for multi-modal sentiment classification
via semi-supervised learning. The key idea is to leverage the semi-supervised variational autoencoders to
mine more information from unlabeled data for multi-modal sentiment analysis. Specifically, the mined
information includes both the independent knowledge within single modality and the interactive knowledge
among different modalities. Empirical evaluation demonstrates the great effectiveness of the proposed semi-
supervised approach to multi-modal sentiment classification.

INDEX TERMS Natural language processing, sentiment analysis, multimedia computing.

I. INTRODUCTION
As an increasingly popular area in affective computing [5],
multi-modal sentiment analysis [2], [4] focuses on general-
izing text-based sentiment analysis to a multi-modal setup,
where various communicative modalities i.e. text (spoken
language), vision (gestures), and audio (voice) are present.
This generalization is particularly vital to the part of the
multimedia community which deals with opinion mining and
sentiment analysis [6], [7] due to the growing trend of sharing
opinions in videos instead of pure text, specially in social
media (Facebook, YouTube, etc.) [33].

Previous studies in the literature of multi-modal senti-
ment analysis mainly focuses on supervised learning [34].
However, it is normally hard to obtain a sufficient amount
of labeled data which integrate text, vision and audio since
manual annotation of multi-modal data is labor expensive
and time-consuming. To well address this challenge, semi-
supervised learning becomes crucial to successful application
of multi-modal sentiment analysis. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there are no previous studies to date on semi-
supervised learning to sentiment analysis of multi-modal

language.
In this paper, we propose to perform semi-supervised

learning with proper exploitation of both independent knowl-
edge within single modality and interactive knowledge
among different modalities to multi-modal sentiment anal-
ysis, motivated by following two factors.

On the one hand, with regard to multi-modal data, no
matter whether for supervised or semi-supervised learning,
we should effectively capture the independent knowledge
within each modality [35]. It is worthwhile to stress that
independent knowledge from uni-modality is particularly
challenging for this task since multi-modal sentiment anal-
ysis is performed on spoken language. A spoken opinion
is normally full of spontaneous language phenomena such
as insertion and repetition, e.g., “I think it was alright .
. .Hmmm . . . let me think . . . yeah . . . no . . . ok
yeah”, which almost never happens in written text. This
volatile nature of spoken opinions, where proper linguis-
tic structure is often ignored, much complicates sentiment
analysis. Besides, vision and audio modalities contain their
own independent knowledge which are expressed through
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FIGURE 1: Examples of the interactions among text, vision
and audio behaviors.

both space and time [4]. Although we can employ LSTM
or bidirectional LSTM to model the independent knowledge
within uni-modality in supervised learning, it may be hard
for semi-supervised learning [36]. This is mainly because
that, besides of capturing independent knowledge within
labeled data of uni-modality, semi-supervised learning needs
to take care of unlabeled samples. In this paper, instead of
using some conventional semi-supervised approaches such
as self-training or label propagation, we employ a semi-
supervised variational autoencoder for each modality, namely
Uni-modal SVAE. The variational autoencoder can not only
abstract the commonality of both labeled and unlabeled
samples but also learn the distribution of the entire sample
space [20], [21], which effectively captures the independent
knowledge of uni-modality.

On the other hand, the interactive knowledge among
different modalities is crucial to multi-modal sentiment anal-
ysis. However, modeling the interactions among multiple
modalities are challenging [1], [4] in both supervised and
semi-supervised learning. This is mainly because various
kinds of interactions among text, vision and audio which
greatly change the perception of the expressed sentiment.
For example, in uni-modal part of Figure 1, the utterance “a
few moments are original” may be classified as positive by
the independent uni-modal SVAE of text, while the frown
expression may be predicted as negative at the same time
with independent uni-modal SVAE of vision. As a whole, it
maybe perceived as ambiguous (either positive or negative)
by either early fusion [8] or late fusion [14]. However, in
terms of the bi-modal example in Figure 1, the sentiment
of the bi-modality could be accurately perceived as negative.
In this paper, we believe that the sentiment expressed by the
interactive text, vision, and audio from the same utterance
should be as close as possible. To address this phenomenon,

we propose a bi-modal SVAE approach by adding a loss term
to measure the distance between the output sentiment vector
representations from two independent uni-modal SVAEs. Re-
turning to the bi-modal example in Figure 1, after capturing
independent and interactive knowledge, the sentiments of
two modalities generated by bi-modal interactions should
become as close as possible. Although the text modality is
perceived as positive primarily, the sentiment of the same
utterance with interactive knowledge tends to be negative
and the sentiment of vision modality is unchanged. In this
way, the sentiment of bi-modality is accurately predicted as
negative. Furthermore, since the tri-modal interactions are
practically three different combinations of bi-modal interac-
tion, we propose a tri-modal SVAE approach to modeling the
interactions of tri-modality on the top of bi-modal SVAEs.
Figure 1 illustrates an interactive example on tri-modality.
Similar to bi-modality, the overall interactions from tri-
modality successfully predict the sample as a negative one.

In summary, our main contributions are:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to per-

form semi-supervised learning to multi-modal senti-
ment analysis at the utterance-level which includes text,
vision and audio modalities.

• We propose a multi-modal semi-supervised variational
autoencoder approach to alleviate manual annotation
and improve the performance of multi-modal sentiment
classification with both the independent and interactive
knowledge. With proper modeling of both independent
and interactive knowledge in different modalities, our
approach is divided into three types, i.e., uni-modal
SVAE, bi-modal SVAE and tri-modal SVAE.

• Our approach much advances the state-of-the-art on two
popular multi-modal sentiment analysis datasets, i.e.,
CMU-MOSI and CMU-MOSEI.

II. RELATED WORK
While conventional studies on semi-supervised sentiment
classification in the literature focus on text modality, more
and more recent studies focus on multi-modality.

A. TEXT-BASED SEMI-SUPERVISED SENTIMENT
CLASSIFICATION
The main stream of the research in textual sentiment clas-
sification focused on supervised and unsupervised learning
tasks. In comparison, semi- supervised sentiment classifica-
tion has much less related studies.

Li et al. [12] propose a semi-stacking approach to semisu-
pervised sentiment classification, which integrates two or
more semi-supervised learning algorithms from an ensemble
learning perspective. Xia et al. [10] propose a dual-view co-
training algorithm based on dual-view BOW representation
for semi-supervised sentiment classification, which can also
be viewed as a variation of co-training. The innovation of this
approach is the dual-view construction technique which in-
corporates antonymous reviews and the bootstrapping mech-
anism by observing two opposite sides of one review.
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FIGURE 2: Three components in Uni-modal SVAE. Dashed
line means that the label distribution vector y is provided by
the classifier when using unlabeled data, while when using
the labeled data, we employ the real label vector y.

In addition to the above conventional approaches, the
semi-supervised approach based on the deep generative net-
works is also applied to sequential semi-supervised language
modeling. Xu et al. [21] propose semi-supervised sequen-
tial variational autoencoder (SSVAE) for semi-supervised
sequential text classification, which increases the capability
by feeding the label into its decoder RNN at each time-step. It
is the state of the art for semi-supervised text-based sentiment
classification.

In this paper, we draw on the SSVAE approach and pro-
pose the multi-modal semi- supervised variational autoen-
coder approaches by joint learning with independent knowl-
edge and interactive knowledge.

B. AUDIO AND VIDEO-BASED SEMI-SUPERVISED
SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
Early multi-modal semi-supervised sentiment classification
is based on multiple sources of images [11], [26]. These
studies consider an image as a sample. Since, recently, audio
and video are widely used on lots of social platforms, Zhang
et al. [25] focus on semi-supervised learning of bi-modal
information, i.e., audio and vision. This study considers a
segment of speech and the corresponding video (temporal
images) as a sample. However, they all ignore the text modal-
ity information. In addition, they do not conduct sequential
modeling so that these approaches are difficult to extend to
multi-modal language data studied in this paper.

Different from the above studies, our approach leverages
the sequential variational autoencoding and considers three
kinds of modality information, i.e., text, vision and audio, for
semi-supervised utterance-level sentiment classification.

III. PRELIMINARIES
Kingma et al. [20] propose a semi-supervised learning ap-
proach based on generative models. The objective for the
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FIGURE 3: The architecture of Bi-modal SVAE

entire dataset is given as follows:

J =
∑

(x,y)∈Cl

L(x, y) +
∑
x∈Cu

U(x)

+ αE(x,y)∈Cl [− log qφ(y|x)] (1)

where Cl and Cu are labeled and unlabeled datasets re-
spectively, α is a hyper-parameter of additional classification
loss of labeled data. qφ(y|x) is a distribution which could
be learned from the labeled data. L(x, y) and U(x) are the
variational bound of a single data point in the labeled data
and the unlabeled data respectively.

Specifically, L(x, y) is defined as follows:

L(x, y) = DKL(qφ(z|x, y)||p(z))− log pθ(y)

− Eqφ(z|x,y)[log pθ(x|y, z)] (2)

where the first term is Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the prior distribution p(z) and the learned latent posterior
qφ(z|x, y), and the last term is the expectation of the con-
ditional log-likelihood on latent variable z.

And U(x) is defined as follows:

U(x) =
∑
y

qφ(y|x)(L(x, y)−H(qφ(y|x)) (3)

where H(qφ(y|x) denotes the information entropy of the
learned classifier qφ(y|x).

From the loss function, it is not difficult to find that three
distribution functions, i.e., qφ(y|x), qφ(z|x, y) and pθ(x|y, z)
are the key components in the generative model-based semi-
supervised learning approach.

IV. SEMI-SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION WITH
VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODING
In this section, we describe the three main components of
uni-modal SVAE for sentiment classification in detail by
neural networks modeling. They consist of a classifier net-
work qφ(y|x), an encoder network qφ(z|x, y) and a decoder
network pθ(x|y, z). Figure 2 shows the architecture of the
uni-modal SVAE approach. These networks are presented as
follows.

(a) Classifier: For the classifier qφ(y|x) as shown in
Figure 2(a), we employ the LSTM network to capture the
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FIGURE 4: The architecture of Tri-modal SVAE

semantic representation of each modality. Then, a fully-
connected layer with a softmax activation function is applied
to obtain the classification probability, i.e.,

y = softmax(WTLSTM(x)) (4)

where x denotes the input embedding of each modality.
(b) Encoder: In the encoder network as shown in Figure

2(b), each data pair (x, y) is encoded into a soft ellip-
soidal region in the latent space. Specifically, the distribution
of z is parameterized by a diagonal Gaussian distribution
qφ(z|x, y):

x̂ = fenc(x), (5)
qφ(z|x, y) = N(µ(x̂, y), diag(σ2(x̂, y))), (6)

z ∼ qφ(z|x, y) (7)

where fenc(·) is the encoder function. In our approach, it
is implemented by a LSTM layer. N(·) denotes a Gaussian
distribution with the reparameterization trick [20], [22].

(c) Decoder: The decoder as shown in Figure 2(c), is a
conditional generative model that estimates the probability
of generating x given latent variable z and real or predicted
label y:

pθ(x|y, z) = D(x|fdec(y, z)) (8)

where fdec(y, z) is used to parameterize a distribution D,
typically a Gaussian distribution for input data.

To implement the decoder network, this paper tries a
potential conditional LSTM structure. This structure con-
catenates word embedding and label vector at each time
step, which is widely used in [15], [16], [23]. We call this
structure C-LSTM, which takes both words and labels as
input, and modify the equations representing the operations
of the LSTM cell to add the label vector y to the input gate,
forget gate, cell and output gate. In each of the following

equations, the term in bold is the modification made to the
original LSTM equation.

it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + Viy) (9)
ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + Vfy) (10)
ĉt = tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + Vcy) (11)
ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + Voy) (12)
ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ft ⊗ ct−1 + it ⊗ ĉt) (13)

V. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON MULTI-MODAL
SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we extend the semi-supervised classification
approach above to multi-modal sentiment analysis with joint
optimization.

A. LOW-LEVEL FEATURES EXTRACTION
First, we extract the low-level handcrafted features to be able
to identify and interpret the factors that have the most impact
on sentiment. The chosen sequences are the three modali-
ties: textual, visual and acoustic. To get the exact utterance
timestamp of each word, we perform forced alignment using
P2FA [27], which allows us to align the three modalities
together. Since words are considered as the basic units of
language, we use the interval duration of each word utterance
as a time-step. We calculate the expected video and audio
features by taking the expectation of their view feature values
over the word utterance time interval [6]. For each of the
three modalities, we process the information from videos as
follows.

Text modality. The text is presented as manual transcrip-
tion of the spoken language, and GloVe word embeddings
[28] are used to extract word vectors from transcripts. This
results in a sequence of dimension n × dt after alignment,
where n denotes the number of words in a video and dt

denotes the dimension of a word embedding. The timing of
word utterances is extracted using P2FA forced aligner. This
extraction enables alignment between text, vision and audio.
During the training stage, we allow fine-tuning all word
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TABLE 1: Data splits to ensure speaker independent learn-
ing. Arrows indicate the number of annotated utterances in
all video segments.

Datasets Train Dev Test
CMU-MOSI 52 → 1283 10 → 229 31 → 686

CMU-MOSEI 1800 → 12967 240 → 1398 542 → 3671

embeddings with the embedding layer via back propagation.
Unknown words are randomly initialized.

Vision modality. The library Facet 1 is used to extract
a set of visual features including facial action units, facial
landmarks, head pose, gaze tracking and HOG features.
These visual features are extracted from the full video seg-
ment at 30Hz to form a sequence of facial gesture measures
throughout time, resulting in a sequence of dimension n×dv .

Audio modality. The software COVAREP [29] is used to
extract acoustic features including 12 Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs), pitch tracking and voiced/unvoiced
segmenting features [30], glottal source parameters [31],
peak slope parameters and maxima dispersion quotients [32].
These acoustic features are extracted from the full audio clip
of each segment at 100Hz to form a sequence that represents
variations in tone of voice over an audio segment, resulting
in a sequence of dimension n× da after alignment.

B. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF MULTI-MODALITY
With proper capturing of both independent and interactive
knowledge in different modalities, our model could be im-
plemented in three versions, as following,

Uni-modal SVAE (Uni-SVAE). This model is applied on
three modalities respectively. The objective function of this
uni-modal approach is defined as follows:

J =
∑

(xm,y)∈Ml

L(xm, y) +
∑

xm∈Mu

U(xm)

+ αE(xm,y)∈Ml
[− log qφ(y|xm)] (14)

where xm is the input embedding of the uni-modality feature.
Ml denotes all labeled samples of the uni-modality, Mu de-
notes all unlabeled samples of the uni-modality. The symbol
representing modality m ∈ {Text, V ision,Audio}.

Bi-modal SVAE (Bi-SVAE). Text, vision and audio are
different kinds of features to the same utterance and simply
mixing them together does not seem a good way. Instead,
we propose the Bi-modal SVAE to perform semi-supervised
learning with two kinds of these features. In this model,
we first train two uni-modal SVAEs for two modalities re-
spectively to capture the independent knowledge. In order
to capture the interactive knowledge between the different
modalities, we then limit the two outputs from the two clas-
sifiers of two modalities to be as similar as possible. Figure 3
shows the architecture of the Bi-modal SVAE approach. The
objective function of this model is defined as follows:

1https://imotions.com/emotient/

J = Jm + Jn

+γExm∈M,xn∈N [log(||qφm(ym|xm)− qφn(yn|xn)||2F )]
(15)

where Jm denotes the uni-modal SVAE objective func-
tion of the first modality m. Jn denotes the uni-modal
SVAE objective function of the second modality n. M
denotes all labeled and unlabeled samples of the first
modality. N denotes all labeled and unlabeled samples
of the second modality. And the modality pair (m,n) ∈
{(Text, V ision), (Text,Audio), (V ision,Audio)}.

Tri-modal SVAE (Tri-SVAE). This model is the extension
of Bi-modal SVAE, which utilizes three modalities. Figure 4
shows the architecture of the Tri-modal SVAE model. The
objective function of this model is defined as follows:

J = Jt + Jv + Ja

+αExt∈T,xv∈V [log(||qφt(yt|xt)− qφv (yv|xv)||2F )]
+βExt∈T,xa∈A[log(||qφt(yt|xt)− qφa(ya|xa)||2F )]
+γExv∈V,xa∈A[log(||qφv (yv|xv)− qφa(ya|xa)||2F )]

(16)

where the symbols containing subscript t are related to the
text modality, the symbols containing subscript v are related
to the vision modality and likewise, the symbols containing
subscript a are related to the audio modality.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
• Datasets: We use two mainstream open-source multi-

modal datasets2 for multi-modal sentiment classifica-
tion. Table 1 shows the data split of our used two
datasets.
CMU-MOSI: Multi-modal Opinion Sentiment Inten-
sity dataset is an annotated dataset of video opinions
from YouTube movie reviews [13]. Annotation of sen-
timent has closely followed the annotation scheme of
the Stanford Sentiment Treebank [17], where senti-
ment is annotated on a seven-step Likert scale from
very negative to very positive. However, whereas the
Stanford Sentiment Treebank is segmented by sentence,
the CMU-MOSI dataset is segmented by opinion utter-
ances to accommodate spoken language where sentence
boundaries are not as clear as written text.
CMU-MOSEI: Multi-modal Opinion Sentiment and
Emotion Intensity [9] is the largest to date with both
sentiment and emotions annotated. The set of videos
are tokenized into sentences using punctuation mark-
ers manually provided by transcripts. Due to the high
quality of the transcripts, using punctuation markers
showed better sentence quality than using the Stanford

2https://github.com/A2Zadeh/CMU-MultimodalDataSDK
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TABLE 2: MOSI and MOSEI datasets summary of statistics.

Description CMU-MOSI CMU-MOSEI
Total number of sentences 2199 23453

Total number of videos 93 3228
Total number of distinct speakers 93 1000

Total number of distinct topics - 250
Average number of sentences in a video 23.2 7.3
Average length of sentences in seconds 4.2 7.28

Total number of words in sentences 26295 447143
Total of unique words in sentences 3107 23026

Total number of words appearing at least 10 times in the dataset 557 3413

TABLE 3: Experimental results of uni-modality on two datasets.

Datasets Modalities LSTM LP ST eST Uni-SVAE
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

CMU-MOSI
Text 64.7 65.0 65.6 59.7 66.0 66.2 65.2 65.4 67.1 67.0

Vision 55.2 55.7 54.2 54.5 53.5 52.9 55.0 55.4 57.7 58.1
Audio 57.7 52.8 54.8 53.5 56.9 57.2 56.9 57.2 59.2 59.5

CMU-MOSEI
Text 66.1 66.0 62.0 61.6 66.6 66.5 67.8 67.8 68.6 68.5

Vision 57.8 57.7 58.7 55.2 59.1 58.8 60.3 60.1 60.8 60.5
Audio 61.9 61.7 62.7 62.6 62.6 62.6 60.5 60.4 63.6 63.0

CoreNLP tokenizer [18]. After tokenization, a set of
23,453 sentences were chosen as the final sentences
in the dataset. Table 2 shows the statistics of the two
datasets.

• Data Settings: For the two datasets, we randomly select
20% of the samples from the training set as labeled,
leaving 80% of the samples as unlabeled, and the given
validation set and test set are unchanged. All of our
experiments are performed independent of speaker iden-
tity, as no speaker is shared between training and test
sets for generalizability of the model to unseen speakers
in real-world.

• Hyperparameters and Training: We perform binary
classification for multimodal sentiment analysis and
train the model with the following hyperparameters. The
encoder and decoder has a hidden size of 128. The latent
variable z has a size of 64. All the initial weights are
sampled from a uniform distribution [-0.08, 0.08]. The
mini-batch size is 40. Hyper-parameters α, β and γ are
scaled from 0.5 to 0.9. The models are trained end-to-
end using the Adamax optimizer [?] with a learning
rate of 0.001. In all loss functions, F is the Euclidean
norm. The best-performed model on the validation data
is selected for testing.

• Evaluation Metrics and Significance Test: The per-
formance is evaluated using accuracy (Acc) and F1
measure as [9]. Finally, the paired t-test is performed
to test the significance of the difference between two
approaches, with a default significant level of 0.05.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: UNI-MODALITY
For thorough comparison, we implement following base-
line approaches to supervised and semi-supervised sentiment
classification when the features of uni-modality (text, vision
or audio) are employed, including LSTM as a supervised uni-

modal benchmark.
• LSTM: A supervised approach, which is the widely

used supervised baseline to sentiment analysis. We use
the implementation by [19]. And we also implement
the Stacked LSTM, Bidirectional LSTM and Stacked
Bidirectional LSTMs for stronger baselines. The best
performing result we report is stacked bidirectional
LSTM.

• Label Propagation (LP): A graph-based semi-
supervised learning approach, which can predict the
information of unlabeled nodes by a few labeled nodes.

• Self-training (ST): A semi-supervised learning ap-
proach which extends the supervised LSTM approach
based on self-training mechanism. Specifically, it first
trains a supervised LSTM method based on only labeled
instances, and then predicts the label of unlabeled in-
stances. After that, by adding the predicted labels on
the unlabeled data as “ground-truth”, another supervised
LSTM approach is trained. This process is repeated until
the maximum number of iterations achieves.

• Enhanced Self-training (eST): A semi-supervised
learning approach [25], which extends the above tra-
ditional self-training approach. Specifically, to over-
come the noise accumulation problem, this approach
maintains the previously selected data in the original
unlabeled data set at all learning iterations. By doing
this, the previously selected data will be re-evaluated by
the following enhanced model. Therefore, it is possible
to correct mislabeled data in future iterations with an
improved model.

• Uni-SVAE: A semi-supervised sentiment classification
approach, which is introduced in the above section. We
apply this approach in text, vision and audio modalities
respectively.

Table 3 shows the experimental results of uni-modality on
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TABLE 4: Experimental results of bi-modality and tri-modality on CMU-MOSI.

Models
CMU-MOSI

Text+Vision Text+Audio Vision+Audio Text+Vision+Audio
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

LSTM 65.9 66.0 60.8 60.9 57.1 57.2 65.6 65.7
MFN 66.9 67.1 61.7 61.3 57.6 57.9 67.0 66.8
CT 67.2 66.8 66.2 66.1 57.9 57.9 - -
eCT 67.2 66.8 64.3 64.2 57.6 57.0 - -

Tri-training - - - - - - 68.5 68.0
DGFLP 65.1 61.0 62.1 58.3 59.6 44.5 62.2 61.8

EF-SVAE 66.0 66.2 65.2 65.5 54.8 55.2 66.2 66.0
DV-SVAE 68.8 68.3 68.6 68.6 58.5 58.8 68.4 68.0

Ours 69.8 68.9 68.7 68.6 61.4 61.2 70.6 69.1

TABLE 5: Experimental results of bi-modality and tri-modality on CMU-MOSEI.

Models
CMU-MOSEI

Text+Vision Text+Audio Vision+Audio Text+Vision+Audio
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

LSTM 67.2 67.2 66.8 66.7 61.2 61.1 67.3 67.3
MFN 68.5 68.2 68.8 68.6 63.6 63.6 69.3 69.2
CT 67.7 67.6 67.7 67.7 67.7 67.7 - -
eCT 68.0 67.9 68.3 68.3 63.7 63.6 - -

Tri-training - - - - - - 68.7 68.6
DGFLP 67.2 66.4 67.1 66.5 62.6 62.7 67.8 67.5

EF-SVAE 68.4 68.3 68.4 68.4 63.1 63.0 68.6 68.4
DV-SVAE 68.9 68.8 69.5 69.5 64.4 63.7 69.0 69.0

Ours 69.9 69.9 70.9 70.9 65.6 65.2 71.2 71.2

CMU-MOSI and CMU-MOSEI datasets. From this table, we
can see that LP approach can hardly exploit unlabeled uni-
modal data to improve classification performance in some
cases. For example, in the vision modality of MOSI and the
text modality of MOSEI, LP performs much worse than the
supervised approach LSTM in terms of both metrics. In gen-
eral, the ST and eST approaches perform better than LSTM
and LP approaches. This indicates that a large number of
unlabeled samples can be leveraged to help a small number
of labeled samples to build a more accurate classifier. Among
all baselines performed on uni-modaltiy, our Uni-SVAE ap-
proach can significantly outperform the other approaches (p-
value < 0.05). This suggests that it is a good choice to
design the VAE-based semi-supervised approach.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: BI-MODALITY AND
TRI-MODALITY
For thorough comparison, we implement following baseline
approaches to supervised and semi-supervised multi-modal
sentiment classification, including MFN as a supervised
multi-modal benchmark.
• MFN: A supervised multi-modal approach, namely

memory fusion network [6], which explicitly accounts
for both interactions in a neural architecture and con-
tinuously models them through time. This approach
is considered as the state of the art to multi-modal
sentiment classification.

• Co-training (CT): A classic dual-view semi-supervised
approach, which is widely applied in sentiment clas-
sification and enhances the semi-supervised sentiment

classification efficiency [10]. In our implementation,
two different modalities are treated as two views.

• Enhanced Co-training (eCT): A semi-supervised ap-
proach [25], which extends the above traditional co-
training approach to recognize the audio and video
sentiment. Specifically, to overcome the noise accumu-
lation problem, this approach maintains the previously
selected data in the original unlabeled data set at all
learning iterations. This approach is proposed to not
always trust the machine labeled data, which is possible
to correct mislabeled data in future iterations with an
improved model. In our implementation, two different
modalities are treated as two views.

• Tri-training: A widely used semi-supervised classifi-
cation approach for multi-view learning [24], which
addresses the problem of lacking of labeled samples
effectively. In our implementation, the triplet modalities
build three classifiers with LSTM respectively to per-
form tri-training algorithm.

• DGFLP: A semi-supervised multi-modality classifica-
tion approach [11] on multi-modal images, namely dy-
namic graph fusion label propagation. We apply this
approach to multi-modal language sentiment classifica-
tion.

• EF-SVAE: A semi-supervised approach, namely early
fusion SVAE, which concatenates the inputs from dif-
ferent modalities at each time-step as a joint feature
representation and uses that as the input to a unimodal
SVAE.
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FIGURE 5: (a) Influence of the size of initial labeled data on CMU-MOSI. (b) Influence of the size of initial labeled data on
CMU-MOSEI.

• DV-SVAE: A semi-supervised approach, namely deci-
sion voting SVAE, which builds the multiple uni-modal
SVAEs individually and calculates a weighted sum of
the predicted results from multiple uni-modal SVAEs’
classifiers as the final prediction.

• Ours: Our proposed Bi-SVAE and Tri-SVAE intro-
duced in above section in detail.

For CMU-MOSI. Table 4 shows the experimental results
of bi-modality and tri-modaltiy on CMU-MOSI in detail.
We report the results with 20% initial labeled from original
training set. From this table, we can see that the performance
of MFN is indeed much higher than the LSTM thanks
to the multi-modal fusion technique. Four semi-supervised
approaches including CT, eCT, Tri-training and DV-SVAE
perform better than MFN due to the fact that the unlabelled
data are effectively mined with those four semi-supervised
approaches. Especially, DV-SVAE achieves the apparent im-
provements compared with the supervise baselines. However,
two semi-supervised approaches including DGFLP and EF-
SVAE perform worse than MFN. It is somehow surpris-
ing that DGFLP approach does not outperform the super-
vised baseline. This might be because the graph-based label
propagation approach is not able to well model sequential
language, after all, it is designed for multi-modal image
data. Moreover, the most basic label propagation approach
performs poorly on uni-modal data as Table 3 shown. It can
be seen from the side that this graph-fusion label propa-
gation approach (the state-of-the-art for multi-modal semi-
supervised learning) may be not suitable for multi-modal
language analysis.

Among all baselines performed on CMU-MOSI, our pro-
posed approach Bi-SVAE and Tri-SVAE perform best. And
both significantly outperform all the other approaches (p-
value < 0.05). For example, Tri-SVAE gains the improve-
ment over MFN, Tri-training, EF-SVAE and DV-SVAE by
3.6%, 2.1%, 4.2% and 2.2% in terms of accuracy, respec-
tively.

For CMU-MOSEI. Table 5 shows the experimental re-
sults of semi-supervised multi-modality sentiment classifica-
tion on CMU-MOSEI. From this table, we can see that MFN
outperforms LSTM. CT, eCT, Tri-training and DGFLP
approaches in all the scenarios, except that it performs a little
worse than EF-SVAE in terms of F1. However, one semi-
supervised baseline DV-SVAE could achieve better perfor-
mance, compared to MFN. This indicates that it is necessary
to some extent for us to explore semi-supervised approaches.

Among all approaches performed on CMU-MOSEI, our
proposed Tri-SVAE performs best. Specifically, Bi-SVAE
outperforms MFN by 1.4%, 2.1%, 2.3% on three types of bi-
modality respectively, in terms of accuracy metric. Tri-SVAE
outperforms MFN by 1.9% in terms of accuracy on tri-
modality. Note that the similar conclusions can be obtained
when the F1 metric is used. All of the improvements are
significant according to the paired t-test.

VII. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we introduce three types of analysis from
different views, to further demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approaches.

A. INFLUENCE OF THE SIZE OF INITIAL LABELED DATA
We tune the sizes of the initial labeled set (from 10% to 40%),
and report its influence in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). For
all the settings, we fix the size of validation and test sets.
The x-axis denotes the percentage of initial labeled set. The
best-performed results on bi-modality and tri-modality are
selected to report. We can observe that our approach performs
consistently the best across different sizes of the initial la-
beled data, although the improvements become limited when
the size becomes larger. For example, our approach outper-
forms MFN by about 4% when the initial labeled size is
10% on CMU-MOSI. However, when the initial labeled size
becomes 20% or 30%, the improvements become 3% or 2%.
The similar conclusions could be obtained from the results
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FIGURE 6: The example of multi-modal interactions

TABLE 6: Two examples of generated utterances conditioned
on different categorical label y and same latent state z.

Number Sentiment Utterances

1 Positive a good idea for a sequel
Negative a bad idea for a sequel

2 Positive this is a really fun film
Negative this is not a fun film

on CMU-MOSEI. Note that as in Figure 5(b) shown, MFN
performs a sudden worse with the initial labeled size 20%.
This suggests that supervised multi-modal fusion approach
presents non-stable and more data should be well processed
by a proper approach such as our VAE-based semi-supervised
approaches.

B. CASE STUDY
From Figure 6, we can see that EF-SVAE directly determines
the sample as positive in that there is a word ’like’ and a smile
expression in the mixed features. DV-SVAE obtains the final
result as positive according to the result of the independent
uni-modal SVAE via decision voting. Only our proposed
Tri-SVAE could capture both independent and interactive
knowledge by joint learning, so that the three modalities
are simultaneously predicted as negative, and the final result
tends to be negative. This case further demonstrates that it
is necessary to capture both the independent and dependent
knowledge for multi-modal sentiment classification.

C. FURTHER ANALYSIS
A good explorative evaluation of the model’s ability to
comprehend the data manifold is to evaluate the genera-
tive model. We selected a z on the modality of text and
generate an utterance using trained conditional generative
model pφ(x|y, z). Table 6 demonstrates two cases using the
same latent variable z but with opposite sentimental labels.
Utterances generated by the same z share a similar syntactic
structure and words, but their sentimental implications are
much different from each other. From these two cases, we

can qualitatively explain why our approach can effectively
employ the generated model to improve semi-supervised
classification performance. This is mainly because if the
predicted y is wrong, the reconstruction loss between gen-
erated utterance and original input becomes bigger, so that
our approach works hard to force the classifier to make
predictions as accurate as possible.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, to reduce the annotation of multi-modal senti-
ment data, we propose a semi-supervised learning approach
to multi-modal sentiment classification. Specifically, we pro-
pose a multi-modal semi-supervised variational autoencoder
approach. First, our approach establishes the uni-modal
SVAEs for different modalities to capture the independent
knowledge. Second, our approach adds the loss term that
makes the predicted label vectors from different modalities
be as close as possible, so that it can capture both the inde-
pendent knowledge within single modality and the interactive
knowledge among different modalities. Empirical studies on
two benchmark datasets of multi-modal language analysis
show that our approach greatly advances the state-of-the-
art of multi-modal sentiment classification by leveraging
unlabeled data.

In our future work, we will apply our proposed approach to
perform other multi-modal tasks, such as sarcasm detection
and personality recognition. Moreover, to further advance
the interactive process, we are going to design the time-
dependent interactions when performing semi-supervised
learning.
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